**NORTH CAMPUS RECOGNITION**

*Cambridge Community*

Outstanding Community Assistant for the Community | Cara Vecchio

Outstanding Resident Assistants
Centreville Hall | Bria White
Cumberland Hall | Noelle Majorczak
BCC | Adeepa Jayalal

Outstanding Community Assistants
Centreville Hall | Devin Thrasher
Cumberland Hall | Connor Lee

*Denton Community*

Outstanding Community Assistant for the Community | Joseph Miller

Outstanding Resident Assistants
Easton Hall | Alexis Leary
Elkton Hall | Natalie Tran
Denton Hall | Kelly Devine
Oakland Hall | Bryan Selby

Outstanding Community Assistants
Easton Hall | Bradley Simpson
Elkton Hall | Marvicbob Estoque
Denton Hall | Christopher Jaczun
Oakland Hall | Alston Olds

*Ellicott Community*

Outstanding Community Assistant for the Community | Cillisha Knights

Outstanding Resident Assistants
Ellicott Hall | Christina Kreuger
LaPlata Hall | Andie Yoon
Hagerstown Hall | John “Dino” Zagami

Outstanding Community Assistants
Alyssa Patterson
LaPlata Hall | Ashley Wray
Hagerstown Hall | Lisa Seo

**SOUTH CAMPUS RECOGNITION**

*CSS Recognition*

Annapolis | Haja Savage
Queen Anne’s | Eric Mayo
Leonardtown | Chelsea Johnson
Prince Frederick | Joshua Levy

*Resident Assistant Excellence Winners*

Student Conduct & Crisis Management | Victoria LaFemina
Administration | Craig Wasserman
Community Interaction | Tessa Trach
Student Interaction & Development | Orela Anani
Staff Collaboration | Avellino Ernestanto

*Community Assistant Excellence Winners*

Administration
Annapolis | Caroline Cusick
Leonardtown | Yessenia Sarria
Prince Frederick | Meredith Guerinot
Queen Anne’s | Carm Saimbre

Customer Service
Annapolis | Dimas Syuardi
Leonardtown | Richard Gil II
Prince Frederick | Malik-Jon Johnson-Williams
Queen Anne’s | Maya Habash

Teamwork
Annapolis | Morgan Newton
Leonardtown | Cheyney Manning
Prince Frederick | Kendle Meese
Queen Anne’s | Celeste Witting

Community Assistants of the Year
Annapolis | Carmen Harley
Leonardtown | Parnia Asad
Prince Frederick | Bridget Woolery
Queen Anne’s | Kathryn Hutcheson
DEPARTMENT OF RESIDENT LIFE CLASS OF 2016
GRADUATING SENIORS

CUSTOMER SERVICE SUPERVISORS

Jenna Booth | Oakland
Chelsea Johnson | Leonardtown
Jenn Shapp | Cumberland
Julian Lofton | Easton
Becca Moriarty | Hagerstown
Jess Carrigan | LaPlata
Joshua Levy | Prince Frederick

COMMUNITY ASSISTANTS

Carly Cheng | Denton
Isaiah Bell | Elkhorn
Alston Olds | Oakland
LeShea Diarie | PiPlata
Pamia Asad | Leonardtown
Richard Gil | Leonardtown
Donian Roberts | Leonardtown
Yesenia Sarria | Leonardtown
Julie Tervala | Leonardtown
Hyun Jo Cho | Annapolis
Caroline Cusick | Annapolis
Chijaku Maduka | Annapolis
Ana Ventura-Molina | Annapolis
Miranda Vega | Queen Anne's
Malik Johnson-Williams | Prince Frederick
Kendle Meese | Prince Frederick

OFFICE OF PROGRAMS & OUTREACH PROGRAM ASSISTANTS

Ravali Paidipati
Kolly Kolb
P. Ashley Dorsey
Sophie Weiss
Rachel Levin
Ariel Bourne

RESIDENT ASSISTANTS

Paul Launzenzo | Prince Frederick
Terrance Glover | Prince Frederick
Megan Simoes | Leonardtown
Cameron Noah | Leonardtown
Marta Roman | Leonardtown
Caleb Koo | Leonardtown
Nicole McDermott | Leonardtown
Farhat Karim | Leonardtown
Saihmita Malik | St. Mary's
Marco Carralero | St. Mary's
Carolyn Ferrone | Allegheny
Nardos Amare | Baltimore
Garrett Sutherland | Baltimore
Rebecca Kneebone | Frederick
Lucas Chang | Harford
Julia Steiny | Harford
Margaret Magnaye | Harford
Alice Chang | Montgomery
Adheepa Jayalal | Bel Air
Katherine Stuller | Bel Air
Babette Newman | Centreville

Jade Miller | Centreville
Ashley Heard | Chestertown
Grant Wasden | Cumberland
Olawuola Adeoye | Cumberland
Erika Quito | Cumberland
James Skaggs | Denton
Kyoung Kim | Denton
Jennifer Munoz | Denton
Anna Lee | Denton
Daniel Woo | Denton
Susan Volinski | Denton
Marissa Ceaser | Denton
Marilina Menah | Denton
Joshua Vincent | Easton
Jacquelyn Weber | Easton
Sean Fannell | Easton
Cecilia Farley | Easton
Alexis Leary | Easton
Jordana Baez | Elkhorn
Matthew Smith | Elkhorn
Aiden Galloway | Elkhorn
Christopher Folgueras | Elkhorn
Michel Abbadou | Elkhorn
Samantha Rowland | Elkhorn
Abigail/Cecilia | Oakand
Nicholas Christian | Oakland
Michelle Molina | Oakland
Taylor Myers | Oakland
Abhirami Matha | Oakland
Lilly Stevens | Oakland
Charles Urrutia | Ellicott
Charlene Tugwee | Ellicott
Brandon Funk | Ellicott
Oluwatobi Oke | Hagerstown
Katie Wilhelm | Hagerstown
Abigail Henningsgaard | Hagerstown
Andie Yoon | LaPlata
Kany Patel | LaPlata
Ilan Simon | LaPlata
Ryan Collins | LaPlata
Jyoon Song | LaPlata
Theresa Haue | Anne Arundel
Jesse Averbuck | Carroll
Mary Kolb | Carroll
Derek Dougal | Prince Frederick
Sumouni Basu | Prince Frederick
Victoria Bowcutt | Prince Frederick
Austin Nwachukwu | Prince Frederick
Alexis Marion | Prince Frederick
Javier Scott | Somerset
Avilino Ensmanto | Wicomico
Emily Weiss | Worcester
Jonah Sengupta | Worcester
Carolina Lulli | Cecil
Emmanuel Utah | South Campus Commons
Alexandra Givan | South Campus Commons
Urvi Shah | South Campus Commons
Brandon Edwards | South Campus Commons
Joseph Tuchman | South Campus Commons
Tiania Walker | South Campus Commons
Daniel Klein | South Campus Commons
Molly Timmins | South Campus Commons
Carley Callan | South Campus Commons
Kevin Pineault | South Campus Commons
Nadia Lanyan | South Campus Commons
Gerard Dailey | South Campus Commons
Amber Fox | South Campus Commons
Opeyemi Solari | South Campus Commons
Benjamin Cornell | South Campus Commons
Sara Sium | South Campus Commons
Fanaye Zewdu | South Campus Commons
Dillon Rai | South Campus Commons
David Howarth | South Campus Commons
Kenya Sesay | South Campus Commons
Olasuborni Adeoye | South Campus Commons
Alesa Gibbs | South Campus Commons
Brittany Balero | South Campus Commons
Tinsae Gebriel | South Campus Commons
Anthony Trinh | South Campus Commons

OFFICE STAFF

Maria Andia | Office Assistant/Clerk
Gabriela Arrazola | Office Assistant/Clerk
Pamia Asad | Receptionist/Info Assistant
Kristen Bliss | Office Assistant/Clerk
Loren Brown | Receptionist/Info Assistant
Chelsea Brown | Program Assistant
Kevin Chiang | Trainer/Instructor HC
Robert Dietrich | Office Assistant/Clerk
David Eber | Office Assistant/Clerk
Brandon Edwards | Office Assistant/Clerk
Allyson Fisher | Receptionist/Info Assistant
Katherine Garcia-Rosas | Office Assistant/Clerk
Alecia Gibbs | Office Assistant/Clerk
Melissa Herrera | Office Assistant/Clerk
Chelsea Johnson | Receptionist/Info Assistant
Malik-Jon Johnson-Williams | Receptionist/Info Assistant
Asim Khan | IT Support
Benjamin Kropf | Marketing/Graphic Assistant
Nadia Lanyan | Receptionist/Info Assistant
Andrew Lauzierie | Trainer/Instructor
Kristen Lee | Receptionist/Info Assistant
Rachel Levin | Marketing/Graphic Assistant
Cindy Lopez | Office Assistant/Clerk
Faven Mesfin | Office Assistant/Clerk
James Morton | Receptionist/Info Assistant
Jackie Oungatoo | Receptionist/Info Assistant
Dino Profili | Office Assistant/Clerk
Cassandra Salerno | Office Assistant/Clerk
Yesenia Sarria | Receptionist/Info Assistant
Samantha Sauter | Office Assistant/Clerk
Aspen Shackleford | Office Assistant/Clerk
Emilee Sizemore | Instructor/Trainer
Chelsea Stolt | Office Assistant/Clerk
Sothan Vartak | Trainer/Instructor HC
Kathleen Won | IT Support
Christopher Yeager | Trainer/Instructor
Yao-Liang Zhao | Fiscal Assistant